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MARCH 2020 TMT M&A MONTHLY BRIEFING

As the global markets and the economy enters lockdown, the
latest data would suggest that deal makers are already feeling
the impact. The number of transactions fell by 17% in March to
242, the lowest value in the last 12 months. On the contrary,
total deal value climbed slightly, to reach $27bn, greatly helped
by mega deals in the software and biotech industries and
sustained investment from American private equity players.
Moreover, shareholders will find some relief in the strong
performance of valuation multiples, with the P/EBITDA and
P/Sales ratio at 10.5 and 1.73 respectively, down slightly from
the previous month but above their yearly averages.

Regent Assay’s View of the Month
On 16 March, the cyber-security software market
witnessed the largest acquisition of an application
security company to date with the announcement of
the takeover of Checkmarx by private equity group
Hellman & Friedman for $1.5bn. Checkmarx is the
global leader in security solutions for modern
enterprise software development. Its platform
provides interactive application security testing,
software composition analysis and training programs
to reduce and attenuate risk from software
vulnerabilities. Checkmarx totals 1,400 customers
across 70 countries, including SAP, AXA and Brussels
Airlines. It is believed that Insight Partners will retain
a substantial minority interest after the deal is
completed.

In the biotech industry, US based Thermo Fischer
Scientific acquired Netherlands based, Qiagen, on 3
March. Qiagen offers multiple solutions in the fields of
molecular diagnostics and pharmaceutical research
through sample and assay technologies, which are
used to facilitate the study and interpretation of
cellular components, particularly in DNA and RNA
analysis. This acquisition expands Thermo Fischer’s
speciality diagnostics portfolio. The transaction values
Qiagen at $43 per share or $11.5bn. Qiagen
generated 2019 revenue of $1.5bn.

On 3 March, American private equity firm Clayton,
Dubilier & Rice agreed to buy UK based media agency,
Huntsworth, from Blue Focus Communications Group,
for $517m. Huntsworth is an international healthcare
and communications group, providing marketing and
communications services to healthcare clients.
Huntsworth acquires and develops specialist agencies
to deliver its services, recently acquiring Luxembourg
based Creativ-Ceutical and Dublin based Kyne
Communications. Huntsworth reported a 27% rise in
pre-tax profit to just under $50m in the year 2019.

Advanced One acquired software company, Tikit Ltd,
from BT group on 25 March. Tikit is a UK based legal,
accounting and professional services software
business. It delivers its solutions across four areas:
practice case and management, document lifecycle,
time & billing and marketing & business development.
This acquisition, valued at $100m, expands
Advanced’s operations in North America and EMEA
and increases its portfolio of customers in the legal
sector. This is the company’s fifth acquisition in the
pat twelve months and reinforces Advanced’s ambition
to become the leading provider of business software
solutions in the UK.
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